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Abstract— Portable and easy-to-use imaging systems are in
high demand for medical, security screening, nondestruc-
tive testing, and sensing applications. We present a new
microwave-induced thermoacoustic imaging system with non-
contact, airborne ultrasound (US) detection. In this system,
a 2.7 GHz microwave excitation causes differential heating at
interfaces with dielectric contrast, and the resulting US signal
via the thermoacoustic effect travels out of the sample to the
detector in air at a standoff. The 65 dB interface loss due to
the impedance mismatch at the air-sample boundary is over-
come with high-sensitivity capacitive micromachined ultrasonic
transducers with minimum detectable pressures (MDPs) as low as
278 µParms and we explore two different designs—one operating
at a center frequency of 71 kHz and another at a center frequency
of 910 kHz. We further demonstrate that the air–sample interface
presents a tradeoff with the advantage of improved resolution,
as the change in wave velocity at the interface creates a
strong focusing effect alongside the attenuation, resulting in axial
resolutions more than 10× smaller than that predicted by the
traditional speed/bandwidth limit. A piecewise synthetic aperture
radar (SAR) algorithm modified for US imaging and enhanced
with signal processing techniques is used for image reconstruc-
tion, resulting in mm-scale lateral and axial image resolution.
Finally, measurements are conducted to verify simulations and
demonstrate successful system performance.

Index Terms— Capacitive micromachined ultrasonic trans-
ducer (CMUT), non-contact microwave-induced thermoacoustics,
piecewise synthetic aperture, ultrasound (US) imaging.

I. INTRODUCTION

P
ORTABLE imaging systems are in demand for a vari-
ety of applications, from nondestructive testing and

sensing to security screening and point-of-care diagnostic
imaging [1]–[3]. Such systems must also be low-cost, safe,
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and easily field operable to realize their potential [4], [5] and
have been made possible by continuing advances in solid-state
electronics. However, most such portable ultrasound (US)
approaches require intimate mechanical contact with the sam-
ple. A non-contact or standoff imaging system, in contrast,
could have more applications in field settings where con-
tact with the target is not practical, including imaging in
soil [6], [7], extreme environments, unreachable areas [8], and
emergency care where sterile conditions are required. The
flexibility inherent in non-contact operation can also reduce
dependence on skilled operators, such as sonographers in
medical US settings, and possibly open the door to automated
high-throughput sensing systems. Autonomous operation of
commonplace, low-cost non-contact systems could enable
machine learning [9]–[14] on large data sets and unlock many
new opportunities by allowing for highly repeatable and pre-
cise measurements.

Non-contact imaging capabilities are already available in
traditional imaging systems such as magnetic resonance imag-
ing (MRI) and CT radiography, but their large cost and size
have not been easily scaled to portable form factors [15]. Con-
sequently, these gold-standard imaging systems are restricted
to laboratories or hospitals. Existing portable approaches are
limited by the need to balance various tradeoffs to achieve non-
contact operation. Microwave imaging systems, for instance,
have several of these tradeoffs, including that between pen-
etration depth and resolution [16], [17]. The two-way trans-
mission through the interface is also limiting, along with
self-interference inherent in transmitting and receiving in the
same modality.

In contrast, US systems are limited by the need for intimate
contact with the target, because the acoustic impedance mis-
match between imaging samples (such as water, tissue, soil,
or industrial materials) and air is four orders of magnitude.
This causes a large (65 dB) attenuation in the pressure signal
as the US wave passes through the air–sample interface,
the implications of which will be studied in further detail
in Section II. In a pure US non-contact imaging system,
this attenuation would be applied twice, once on the transmit
side and again as the reflected signal returned to the trans-
ducer. To compensate for this round-trip loss, an airborne US
transmitter must generate a very high level of focal pressure
(e.g., the work in [18] generates a pressure of 2.5 kPa in air,
higher than the OSHA limit in the USA [19]) to get sufficient
signal strength. Recently, there have been attempts to address
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this problem with interferometry and vibrometry methods.
In [20], laser excitation is used to generate US waves
either at the air–sample interface [non-contact laser ultrasound
(NCLUS)] or directly at the surface of the embedded target
[non-contact photoacoustic tomography (NCPAT)], and the
ultrasonic reflections coming back to the surface are detected
using a laser beam. However, these methods face challenges
associated with the optical excitation, limited penetration
depth due to optical scattering, laser exposure safety, and
the need for a high-power detection laser. An initial study
was performed in [21] on microwave vibrometry but the
researchers concluded that their W -band vibrometer cannot
achieve the required sensitivity needed to accurately measure
the displacement at the surface of the sample. Thus, there
remains a dearth of systems and modalities that perform
well in this space of portable, cost-effective, non-contact
imaging.

To address this problem, we propose a new non-contact
thermoacoustic (NCTA) modality using highly sensitive capac-
itive micromachined ultrasonic transducers (CMUTs) as US
receivers, initially reported in [22]–[24]. The system uses
the multi-modal thermoacoustic (TA) effect, which refers to
the generation of pressure from heat, provided here by a
microwave excitation [25]–[29]. This has several advantages
over microwave and US imaging, its parent systems. Since
the transmit and receive operations occur in the electro-
magnetic (EM) and US domains, respectively, there is no
self-interference at the receiver and the tradeoff between
penetration depth and resolution is reduced [30], [31]. Fur-
thermore, the generation of the US signal is related to the
absorption of the microwave excitation, and it, therefore, lever-
ages the good dielectric contrast of microwave imaging with
the high resolution in US imaging that is achieved by small
wavelengths [32], [33]. The added dielectric contrast, miss-
ing from US-only systems or NCLUS approaches [20], [34],
complements the limited mechanical contrast found in many
applications (e.g., biomedical imaging [35]–[37]). Moreover,
being a hybrid modality, thermoacoustic imaging is partic-
ularly well suited to standoff imagining since there is only
one-way propagation of US in the proposed NCTA system.
This results in the signal loss at the interface being half the
round-trip loss present in pure US-based non-contact imaging
systems.

As a significant improvement over our prior work [22],
the system described in this paper includes end-to-end system
analysis as well as imaging capability. The narrow bandwidth
relative to US transducers used in immersion, high quality
factor, and wide beamwidth of the highly sensitive CMUT
receivers and the heterogeneity of the imaging domain can
lead to several challenges when it comes to imaging, such as
reduced resolution, multipath, and multiple reflections. Here,
we consider imaging with a synthetic aperture by mechanically
scanning a CMUT element. Furthermore, this paper presents
an analysis of the resolution limits of an NCTA imaging
system (valid for any non-contact US-based hybrid modality),
taking into account the considerable refraction occurring at
the air–sample interface that can be leveraged to provide
axial resolution much smaller than that predicted by the

Fig. 1. Schematic view of the proposed non-contact microwave-induced
thermoacoustic imaging system.

traditional speed/bandwidth limit [38], largely independent of
the standoff distance of the CMUTs. The paper also provides
a design approach and methodology for a generic NCTA
imaging system by generalizing the imaging scenario present
in any application of interest to the system block diagram
shown in Fig. 1. In addition, we analyze and experimen-
tally demonstrate NCTA imaging at two different frequen-
cies of US, one at 71 kHz for scenarios requiring large
standoffs (>20 cm) and another at 910 kHz for systems
that require mm-scale resolution but can operate at low
standoffs (<5 cm).

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II
provides an overview of the complete system, including a
description of the thermoacoustic signal generation and the
details of the CMUT-based detection. Section III presents a
comprehensive multiphysics simulation framework developed
to model the whole system by connecting the EM and acoustic
domains. Section IV presents an analysis of the system res-
olution limits taking into account various parameters includ-
ing US operating frequency, transducer bandwidth, standoff
height, target depth, and sensor aperture width. Section V
introduces a piecewise synthetic aperture radar (SAR) imaging
algorithm adapted to US from microwave imaging, which
takes into account the heterogeneous layered structure of
the imaging domain and helps overcome the problem of
multipath and multiple reflections. Finally, Section VI shows
images produced by the system from both simulations and
measurements.

II. PROPOSED SYSTEM

A schematic view of the proposed system is shown in Fig. 1.
The microwave excitation unit and the airborne US receiver
unit are the two major parts of the system responsible for
interacting with the sample and collecting raw data.

1) Microwave Excitation Unit: EM energy in the microwave
regime is used to illuminate and excite the sample in this
system. The absorbed EM energy for a given material as a
function of position vector r is described by the volume loss
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Fig. 2. Details of the modulation envelope applied to the microwave
excitation. The modulation envelope corresponds to the frequency of the
generated thermoacoustic pressure wave.

density Q (W/m3) and it is derived from Poynting’s theorem
as in [39]

Q(r, t) = σ(r)|E(r, t)|2 + 2π f ǫ0ǫ
′′
r (r)|E(r, t)|2

+ 2π f µ0µ
′′
r (r)|H(r, t)|2. (1)

Based on (1), at each point r, the amount of generated
heat (the heating function, Q) depends on the frequency f ,
the conductivity σ , the vacuum electric permittivity ǫ0 and
magnetic permeability µ0, the imaginary parts of both the
electric permittivity ǫ′′

r and the magnetic permeability µ′′
r of

the absorbing media, and the root-mean-squared magnitudes
of the electric and magnetic fields |E| and |H|. For a wide
range of materials, µ′′

r is typically zero; thus, the last term may
be ignored [40]. This leaves the heating function dependent on
only the dielectric properties, frequency, and the square of the
magnitude of the electric field at each point.

The equation may suggest using higher frequencies to
generate more heat; however, the skin depth effect limits the
penetration depth for high-frequency signals. Therefore, there
is a tradeoff in selecting the frequency of operation. For appli-
cations that require several centimeters of penetration inside
soft materials, a microwave signal in the range of 1–3 GHz
is required and our selection of 2.7 GHz for this system is
therefore appropriate. On the other hand, the frequency of the
produced thermoacoustic wave is dictated by the envelope of
the EM wave [41], [42], and it should fall into the CMUT’s
operating frequency range. A new modulation scheme has
been proposed to address this decoupled EM and TA frequency
dependence in [22], [27], and [41]. In our adaptation of this
scheme, the carrier signal is 2.7 GHz and the modulation signal
m(t) is a pulse train with a frequency equal to the center fre-
quency of the CMUT and a 50% duty cycle. Fig. 2 depicts this
microwave excitation signal, which is a modulated ON–OFF

keying (OOK) pulse, where the burst period T determines the
time between measurements. With this modulation scheme,
Q(r, t) can be written as

Q(r, t) = (Q0(r) + QHO(r, t))|m(t)|2 (2)

where Q0 and QHO show DC and higher order components
of Q, respectively. As mentioned above, these higher order

components fall outside the CMUT’s frequency range and can
be ignored.

In this system, the microwave excitation at the carrier fre-
quency has 2 kW peak power (average power limited to 7 W)
and is applied using an open-ended waveguide (OEW) in con-
tact with the sample. The OEW’s high-peak power handling
ability, low back-lobe radiation, and reasonable isolation make
it a good candidate for this proof-of-concept microwave exci-
tation unit. Depending on the sample, the OEW can be loaded
with appropriate dielectric materials to improve its impedance
matching. Note that, in the future work, the microwave exci-
tation unit will also be engineered to work at a standoff,
where beamforming can be used to deposit focused energy
at depth [43].

2) Thermoacoustic Waves: The microwave excitation and
absorption of EM energy by the sample results in an instan-
taneous temperature change �T [44]:

�T =

∫

�t

Q(r, t)/(ρCp)dt ≈ Q(r, t)�t/(ρCp) (3)

where Cp is the heat capacity, and �t is a short, “instan-
taneous” time over which the generated pressure does not
travel significantly. This temperature change, which is typi-
cally in the milli-Kelvin range, can create a small fractional
pressure p0 [44]

p0 = βρν2
l �T . (4)

By substituting (3) into (4), the instantaneous (normalized
to �t) induced thermoacoustic pressure at each point due to
the microwave excitation can be calculated as in [44]:

p0(r, t) =
βν2

l Q(r, t)

Cp

=
βν2

l

Cp

|m(t)|2 Q0(r) (5)

where νl is the speed of propagation of the longitudinal
US wave in the medium and β is the thermal expansion
coefficient. The difference between the dielectric properties
of the target and that of the surrounding sample generates
differential heating [Q0(r)] and therefore differential pressure
at this stage, which provides image contrast based on the
dielectric properties of the target.

The induced TA pressure propagates through the medium,
and its distribution p(r, t) as a function of position and time
is calculated from the wave equation in [45]

∂2 p(r, t)

∂2t
− ν2

l ∇2 p(r, t) =
∂p0(r, t)

∂ t
. (6)

3) Airborne Ultrasound Receiver Unit: As alluded to in
the previous sections, a major challenge of US-based non-
contact imaging is the significant loss of signal as it is
transmitted from the sample to air due to the large impedance
mismatch. For example, air with ρ = 1.225 kg/m3, νl =

343 m/s, i.e., Z = 420 Rayl has a huge mechanical contrast
with a tissue-mimicking agarose sample ρ = 1000 kg/m3,
νl = 1450 m/s, i.e., Z = 1.45 × 106 Rayl [46]. Thus, when
the thermoacoustic signal leaves the sample to travel through
air to the US receiver, the transmission coefficient is [47]

T =
2Zair

Zagarose + Zair
= −64.7 dB. (7)
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This large interface loss can be overcome with either a
large excitation, which may be technically difficult or conflict
with regulatory safety limits (whether of US [48], [49] or
of microwave [19]), or with high-sensitivity US detectors
together with coherent processing. Our system pursues the lat-
ter strategy of high sensitivity detectors realized with CMUTs.

The CMUTs used here are capacitive US sensors made
of a thin vibrating plate over a vented cavity [50]. The low
mechanical impedance of the thin plate provides an excellent
impedance match with air, while the large DC electric field
across the electrodes (plate and substrate) achieves a high
electromechanical coupling coefficient approaching unity [51].
The vented cavity introduces squeeze film damping that
increases bandwidth at the cost of some sensitivity, which is a
fundamental tradeoff in the design of CMUTs [52]. Using the
multi-parameter design approach described in [53], we design
CMUTs tailored for NCTA imaging, with high sensitivity at
the expense of a narrow bandwidth.

The aforementioned factors make CMUTs a favorable
choice for use in the NCTA imaging system as other options
such as piezoelectric transducers either require additional
matching layers or are still under active investigation for opti-
mized receive operation [54]–[56]. The relatively low receive
sensitivity of commercially available microphones also pre-
cludes their use in a system that has to overcome challenging
signal-to-noise constraints.

In this paper, we use two different CMUTs—one designed
to operate at frequencies less than 100 kHz [23] and
another operating at relatively higher frequencies closer to
1 MHz [53]. These operating frequencies were chosen to
highlight their effect on various system parameters such as
standoff distance, imaging resolution, and the different appli-
cation spaces they might be best suited to. Systems with US
propagation in air are limited to lower frequencies than typical
contact US systems due to frequency-dependent attenuation.
For instance, at 1 MHz, attenuation in air is 1.65 dB/cm, which
would limit practical standoff distance to just a few centime-
ters (practical for emergency care situations [18], US-based
wearables [57], [58], or nondestructive testing of materials in
extreme conditions); whereas attenuation is significantly lower
at lower US frequencies, e.g., 0.03 dB/cm at 100 kHz [59] and
can afford much larger standoff distance (for remote-sensing
applications such as an airborne SONAR system [8] or for
below ground imaging [7]).

The CMUTs used here were characterized to find the band-
width and frequency response with a laser Doppler vibrome-
ter (LDV). The measurement result [Fig. 3(a)] shows that one
of the CMUTs has a center frequency fc of 71 kHz, with a
3.5% fractional bandwidth or a high quality factor q f of 28.5.
The other CMUT [Fig. 3(d)] has a higher center frequency fc

of 910 kHz, with an approximately 10% fractional bandwidth
or a quality factor q f of 9.1. Based on this characterization,
a second-order pressure-to-voltage transfer function or filter is
used to model the CMUT’s normalized response

G̃( jω) =
jωωc/q f

w2
c − ω2 + jωωc/q f

(8)

where ωc = 2π fc.

Fig. 3. Characterization measurements of the CMUTs. (a) and (d) LDV
displacement measurement with respect to frequency. (b) and (e) Magnitude
of impedance measurement with respect to frequency. (c) and (f) Phase of
impedance measurement with respect to frequency, where the peak corre-
sponds to the center frequency of the device under test.

Impedance measurements shown in Fig. 3(b) and (c), and (e)
and (f) also show the resonant frequency and the magnitude
of the phase peak corresponds to the resulting sensitivity,
respectively. The sensitivity was measured with a pitch–catch
measurement between two similar devices and a calibrated
pressure microphone, described in our previous work [22],
to determine the minimum detectable pressure (MDP) of the
device used here. The MDP of the CMUT centered at 71 kHz
was found to be as small as 278 µParms, while the one centered
at 910 kHz had a higher MDP of 9 mParms, as expected based
on the sensitivity-bandwidth tradeoff discussed earlier [52]
and due to the much wider bandwidth of the latter CMUT. The
pitch–catch measurements also indicated that the beamwidth
of the CMUTs was very wide, well over 90◦. The CMUT
characteristics and the challenges they impose on the stand-
off imaging system are further discussed in later sections.
Throughout the remainder of the paper, we will use the CMUT
centered at 71 kHz as a guiding example, with final results
shown for CMUTs operating at both 71 and 910 kHz.

The CMUTs are packaged on a pin grid array and mounted
on a receiver PCB as shown in the inset of Fig. 4 interfaced
with a single-stage resistive feedback transimpedance amplifier
that provides a gain of 300 M� and is carefully matched to
the impedance of the CMUT, including the added capacitance
of the package, bond wires, and board trace. The copper mesh
surrounding the CMUT and receiver provides shielding from
EM interference that may leak into the receiver chain and it
introduces only 1 dB of US attenuation. A digital oscilloscope
synchronized with the microwave excitation pulse is used to
capture the amplified CMUT signal. No averaging was applied
on the oscilloscope, with other signal processing techniques
used to improve received SNR which are discussed in detail
in Sections V and VI.
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Fig. 4. Imaging system collecting data from the sample with one embedded
target. Inset: close-up of the CMUT and receiver board is also provided.

Fig. 5. Block diagram of the simulation framework.

III. SYSTEM MODELING AND SIMULATION

The full theoretical thermoacoustic framework is spread
across both the EM and acoustic domains. Modeling the
complex microwave, heating, stress, and acoustic interactions
in realistic configurations requires a multiphysics simulation
framework. This requirement motivated us to develop a sim-
ulation framework with the main blocks depicted in Fig. 5.
We explain the details of the simulation setup through a
specific example using the CMUT centered at 71 kHz as the
US receiver. The example mimics a medical imaging scenario,
where a sample is made of a rectangular block of agarose
gel inside an acrylic mold with an embedded dielectric target.
The sample is designed to approximate the electrical and US
properties of human soft tissue (ǫr = 78.3− j21.9 at 2.7 GHz,
ρ = 1000 kg/m3, speed of sound νl = 1450 m/s [60]), which
are verified through measurements with a dielectric probe and
US pitch–catch experiments. The dielectric target is a cube
2 cm on each side with a low dielectric constant (ǫr = 5− j0.1,

Fig. 6. Volume loss density Q0 from HFSS simulation with 2-kW input (log
scale). Note the small absorption within the dielectric target (length units: cm).

ρ = 1500 kg/m3, νl = 2000 m/s) to provide contrast with the
agarose gel. The dielectric target is positioned 1 cm inside the
agarose block from the waveguide excitation and 2 cm below
the air boundary at the top of the agarose block. The CMUT
is at standoff distance L1 = 20 cm in air. The microwave
source excites the embedded target from the side with the
described modulation scheme to induce thermoacoustic signals
at interfaces with dielectric contrast.

4) Electromagnetic Domain Simulation: To calculate the
microwave-induced heat, the EM wave propagation from the
waveguide source to the sample and target is simulated.
Given the size and the heterogeneity of the solution domain,
differential equation-based solvers such as ANSYS HFSS [61]
are preferred over integral equation-based solvers. The entire
scenario is simulated, and the volume loss profile is extracted
as shown in Fig. 6. Note that the same coordinate system
will be followed throughout, with the z-axis used to indicate
the axial direction, and the x-axis used to indicate the lateral
direction.

5) Thermoacoustic Domain Simulation: By applying (5),
the volume loss profile Q0(r) is converted to TA pressure
distribution. The TA pressure wave propagation inside the
medium is then simulated by implementing the differential
equation (6) in the time domain with a combination of
pseudo-spectral and k-space techniques [62].

The pseudo-spectral method performs the spatial interpo-
lation between grid points via a Fourier series implemented
with the fast Fourier transform (FFT), requiring only half
wavelength (λ/2) grid spacing, and the k-space method eases
the restriction on the minimum time step required to maintain
stability [62]. Both techniques contribute to significantly faster
computation times compared to finite difference and finite ele-
ment methods [63]. Based on this hybrid technique, the simu-
lation was performed, and the result is shown in Fig. 7(a).
This figure shows a snapshot view of the simulated US
wave propagation for the sample under study (signals in air
are amplified 1 000× to normalize the dynamic range of
the signals in air and agarose given the large attenuation
at the boundary). For comparison, the same simulation was
performed with a homogeneous background (agarose), and
the result is shown in Fig. 7(b). It is clear that for the
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Fig. 7. Simulated wave propagation for an embedded target inside (a) layered
air–agarose background with interference and diffraction effects from the
acoustic impedance interface, and (b) homogeneous agarose background. Note
that, in (a), the lines of destructive interference in the agarose layer and
the focusing effect of the interface on the wavefront. Pressure values in the
air layer have been increased 1000× to improve the dynamic range of the
figure after the 65-dB interface loss.

heterogeneous background, the shape and curvature of the
wavefronts in air versus the sample change significantly due to
the refraction at the boundary. This refraction is proportional
to the more than 4× difference in νl governed by Snell’s
law [64]. Note the focusing effect of the boundary and the
visible interference pattern generated by reflections from the
boundary and the US interaction with the embedded target
[Fig. 7(a)]. As this figure clearly shows, special considerations
need to be made in the imaging algorithm to model the
heterogeneous nature of the medium. Also, this focusing effect
created at the air–agarose boundary has implications on the
achievable resolution of the system, which are discussed in
detail in Section IV.

6) Ultrasound Detection Simulation: Fig. 8(a) shows the
calculated TA pressure signal at the CMUT location over time
(A-scan) in response to a single pulse excitation. In the first
case, only the air–agarose interface is modeled and the bottom
and sides of the agarose layer are replaced with a perfectly
matched layer (PML) that prevents reflections. The resulting
pulse shape is a function of the spatial profile of Q0(r) and the
excitation pulsewidth. In the second case, the bottom and sides
of the agarose layer are modeled realistically. The same single
pulse excitation agrees with the first case for the duration of
the pulse, but the large reflections (multipath and multiple
reflections) from all the boundaries in the simulation volume
create signal clutter for milliseconds afterward. When multiple
excitation pulses are used in a burst, such as the proposed
10-pulse excitation shown in Fig. 2, the resulting pressure sig-
nal is complicated by both the reflections and the superposition
of the closely spaced pulses. The TA pressure for ten pulses
is shown in Fig. 8(b) alongside the single pulse excitation
with the realistic bottom and side boundaries. Although the
initial peaks from the first pulse agree, the addition of multiple
pulses makes the signal increasingly complex because the next
pulse arrives before the spatial distribution of the first pulse
has propagated all the way out of the agarose layer. The
CMUT’s limited bandwidth demands these multiple pulses
(e.g., 10) be applied to the sample so the CMUT can ring

Fig. 8. Simulated A-scan data for several scenarios. (a) Single excitation
pulse of a heterogeneous medium with PML boundaries on the sides and
bottom of the agarose that prevent extraneous reflections compared with real
boundaries to show expected behavior. (b) One and ten pulse excitations
of a heterogeneous medium. (c) CMUT response to the one and ten pulse
excitations of a heterogeneous medium.

up to full sensitivity and generate a large enough SNR for
detection. Note that this effect is more pronounced for the
high-sensitivity, high-quality-factor CMUT centered at 71 kHz
than for the CMUT with the lower quality factor centered at
910 kHz.

The CMUT’s response s(x, y, z, t) to an incident signal can
be calculated through the convolution of the TA pressure with
the impulse response of the CMUT g(t) ⇔ G̃( jω):

s(x, y, z, t) = g(t) ∗ p(x, y, z, t). (9)

Using this relationship, the CMUT responses to the TA
pressure signals in Fig. 8(b) are shown in Fig. 8(c). The
ten-pulse excitation better utilizes the sensitivity of the high-
quality-factor CMUT, and the resulting voltage signal is more
than 12× larger than that of the single pulse, resulting in
SNR improvements that are critical for this system. This sim-
ulated signal is in agreement with our previous experimental
observations in [22]–[24].

IV. RESOLUTION ANALYSIS

The narrow bandwidth of the highly sensitive CMUTs limits
the achievable image resolution. The axial resolution (�z) and
lateral resolution (�x) (using the coordinate system shown
in Fig. 1) of an US imaging system depend on the depth
of field (DOF) and the beamwidth (Wb) [65], respectively.
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Fig. 9. Schematic of the focusing effect created as US waves travel from
the sample to air.

This dependence is as follows:

DOF ∝ λ(F#)2 (10)

Wb ∝ λ(F#) (11)

where λ is the wavelength of US used and F# refers to the
focal number, which is

F# =
Target Depth

Aperture Width
. (12)

A shallower DOF results in a shorter distance over which the
US beam remains focused and hence better axial resolution,
while a narrower beamwidth results in better lateral resolution.
Thus, a higher US frequency (or smaller λ) and a smaller F#

lead to better system resolution. In this paper, we improve the
system resolution by using synthetic aperture-based detection
techniques [66]–[68] to increase the aperture width and hence
decrease F# . However, note that (12) is applicable when imag-
ing in a homogeneous background and needs to be modified
to work for a heterogeneous background.

A schematic representation of the heterogeneous system
geometry and the propagation of US waves from the sample
to air is shown in Fig. 9. A single CMUT element is scanned
to form a synthetic aperture of width D at a standoff height L1

from the interface, with target located at depth L2. The change
in wave velocity at the air–sample interface (Fig. 7) creates a
focusing effect, resulting in the US waves refracting inward
(black dotted lines) toward the CMUT receiver. To adapt (12)
to the heterogeneous scenario of US waves being captured
by the synthesized aperture D in air, we convert it to an
entirely homogeneous situation—by back-projecting the US
waves to be captured by an effective aperture Deff at the
air–sample interface instead. The exact value of Deff can
be calculated by solving a quartic equation that takes into
account system geometry (L1, L2, D) as well as Snell’s
law. On the other hand, if the entire distance between the
target and the CMUT (i.e., z = [−L2, L1]) was homogeneous
(as in contact-based imaging), the waves radiate continually
outward (dotted red lines) and one would require a much
larger equivalent aperture, Dh to capture the same amount
of information as in the heterogeneous case. The resolution

Fig. 10. Comparison of focal number between heterogeneous and homoge-
neous imaging scenarios.

Fig. 11. Dependence of sensor standoff and target depth on the effective
focal number for the NCTA imaging system.

limits in these two scenarios can be quantitatively compared
by calculating the F# for each case as seen in the following
equations:

F#,homogenoeous =
L1 + L2

Dh

(13)

F#,heterogenoeous = F#,eff =
L2

Deff
. (14)

For the system geometry described in Fig. 9, with D =

24 cm and a fixed L2 = 2 cm, one can see from Fig. 10 that
the F# is much smaller in the heterogeneous case, as opposed
to the homogeneous scenario wherein the entire distance
between the target and the CMUT (i.e., z = [−L2, L1]) was
homogeneous. Thus, we can conclude that, for a fixed aperture
width and a fixed distance (L1 + L2) between the target and
CMUT, the resolution is much better in the case when the
intervening medium is heterogeneous (air–sample) as opposed
to entirely homogeneous (sample). Moreover, Fig. 11 shows
that the effective focal number F#,eff of the NCTA imaging
system varies much more significantly with target depth in the
sample as opposed to sensor standoff in air, enabling operation
at large standoffs without significant loss in image resolution.

However, while F# serves as a useful metric to appreciate
such trends and comparisons, typical expressions [65] that
relate the F# to the image resolution use far-field approxi-
mations that may not always be valid. Instead, we estimate
the resolution of the system by determining the k-space
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Fig. 12. Typical spatial frequency domain representation showing k-space
support for a narrow bandwidth imaging system.

support [69] of the target, or in other words, by how much
of the spatial frequency content of the target is captured by
the sensor. This support is a function of the system geometry
(represented by the F#,eff or the viewing angle, θ ) as well as
the operating frequencies (and hence bandwidth) of the sen-
sor. The sampled spatial frequency components of the target
captured by the sensor can be calculated by considering that
the wavevector lies in the spatial frequency plane on a circle,
with radius equal to the wavenumber. Since the CMUTs used
are narrowband, the k-space representation can be assumed to
have a single circle with radius equal to the wavenumber corre-
sponding to its operating frequency (a wideband sensor would
have concentric circles of radii equal to wavenumbers bound
by the highest and lowest operating frequency), with additional
support provided by the system geometry. Fig. 12 shows
the spatial frequency domain representation corresponding to
Fig. 9, with the spatial resolution in a given direction given by
the component of the wavevector in the corresponding k-axis.
The axial (�z) and lateral (�x) resolutions can, thus, be given
by the following equations:

�z =
2π

�kz

=
2π

k(1 − cos θ)
=

λ

1 − cos θ

=
λ

1 − 1
√

1+D2
eff/L2

2

=
λ

1 − 1
√

1+1/F2
#,eff

(15)

�x =
2π

�kx

=
2π

2k sin θ
=

λ

2 sin θ

=
λ

2

√

1 +
L2

2

D2
eff

=
λ

2

√

1 + F2
#,eff . (16)

As seen from (15) and (16), despite the narrowband nature
of the CMUTs, one can achieve image resolution on the
order of the wavelength, provided the imaging system has a
small F# , which is achievable in this multi-layered imaging
scenario due to the focusing effect as a result of refraction at
the interface. For example, for the imaging scenario illustrated
in Fig. 9, with the CMUT operating at 71 kHz (with a 2.5-kHz
bandwidth), we can achieve an axial resolution of 3 cm,

which is more than 20× smaller than that predicted by the
traditional speed/bandwidth limit. The resolution limits and its
dependence on system parameters (sensor standoff, aperture
width, and target depth) for the NCTA system presented in
this paper (set by the CMUT centered at 910 kHz) can be
seen in Fig. 13.

V. IMAGE RECONSTRUCTION

As discussed in Section IV, we use synthetic aperture-based
detection techniques to improve image resolution. However,
conventional SAR algorithms are not suitable for this applica-
tion without some modification. The SAR algorithm works
by establishing a linear relationship between the collected
samples of the wave (at spatially distributed positions) and the
reflectivity of the target (or radiation of the source in our case).
The adaptation of the SAR concept for US imaging has been
reported under different names, such as synthetic aperture US
imaging, synthetic aperture focusing technique (SAFT), and
synthetic aperture acoustic imaging [70]–[72]. These imaging
techniques all share similar underlying mathematical and phys-
ical foundations that can be explained using the f –k range
migration algorithm [73]. They are fast, robust, and provide
fine resolution and improved SNR. However, they were all
initially developed for anomalies embedded in a homogeneous
medium and cannot be used, without modification, for the
non-contact case in which the propagation medium is hetero-
geneous, comprising both air and sample with very different
propagation properties.

To accommodate heterogeneous media, the piecewise SAR
algorithm proposed in [74] for microwave imaging is adapted
to US imaging and used here. This algorithm takes into
account the heterogeneity of the background media when
it back-propagates the US wave. The PW-SAR algorithm
converts the data collected by the scanning CMUT into the
spectral domain. Mathematically, this conversion is based on
the Weyl identity, and physically, it corresponds to decompos-
ing spherical pressure waves into plane waves [75]. It then
back-propagates those plane waves that are parallel to the
air–sample interface in a piecewise manner (i.e., one layer
at a time) to focus on the desired depth. This accounts for
layers with different acoustic properties. Later, it transforms
the back-propagated waves into the spatial domain and forms
an image.

To implement the PW-SAR algorithm, the data collected at
the scanning positions s(x, z = L1, t) is processed (e.g., time-
filtered) and converted into frequency–spectral domain data
S̃(Kx , z = L1, f ). Then, it can be migrated back to create an
image at (x ′, z′) inside the sample, using the PW-SAR imaging
equation

Ŵ(x ′, z′) =
∑

f

F−1
x {S̃(kx , z = L1, f )·exp( j (kz,1L1−kz,2z′))}

(17)

where Ŵ(x ′, z′) represents the image, F−1
x represents the

inverse Fourier transform, L1 is the standoff distance (Fig. 1),
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Fig. 13. Axial and lateral resolution limits of the NCTA system when using the CMUT centered at 910 kHz and its dependence of different system parameters.

Fig. 14. Block diagram of signal processing and image reconstruction.

and ti lde denotes the spectral domain representation. In con-
trast with [74], which was for a monostatic round-trip sce-
nario, here, the target itself is an US source generated through
the thermoacoustic effect. The dispersion relationship that
governs the wave propagation should then be modified to

k2
i = k2

z,i + k2
x . (18)

Here, kx , kz,i are components of the ki vector in the
x- and z-directions, respectively. In addition, ki = ω/νl,i is
the wavenumber in the i th medium, where i = 1 is air and
i = 2 is the sample.

Because the algorithm incorporates coherent processing and
averaging, it also helps to improve SNR. The entire image
reconstruction algorithm, which includes time and frequency
filtering and signal processing, is summarized in Fig. 14.
A comprehensive explanation of the PW-SAR algorithm and
its implementation can be found in [74].

VI. SIMULATION AND MEASUREMENT

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In this simulation scenario, we replicate the case under
study in Sections III and IV, wherein a single CMUT element
centered at 71 kHz is scanned over a line and a synthetic
aperture is of 24 cm is created, extending from x = −12 cm
to x = 12 cm. A cross-sectional view of the same is shown
in Fig. 15(a). The simulation data collected for this scenario

Fig. 15. (a) Cross-sectional view of imaging setup for CMUT centered at
71 kHz (b) collected raw data over all scanned positions, (c) processed data
after time-gating signal, (d) amplitude (in decibels) of the time-gated signal
transferred into the Fourier domain.

was processed to form an image, following the steps in Fig. 14.
The data shown in Fig. 15(b), where each column is the
thermoacoustic signal collected over time at the corresponding
scan step, were filtered in the time domain to reduce the
unwanted multipath, multiple reflections, and RF interference,
which resulted in the cleaner data shown in Fig. 15(c). The
maximum desired range, the CMUT’s standoff distance, and
the CMUT’s quality factor dictate the start (tstart) and stop
(tstop) times. Gaussian time gating is used to avoid sharp
start and stop and minimize the generation of high-frequency
artifacts.

Since PW-SAR works with frequency–spectral domain data,
the time-gated signal was converted into the frequency domain
by performing an FFT on the time variable. The converted
data are shown in Fig. 15(d). The Fourier domain signal
was filtered to reduce out-of-band interference and noise.
The start ( fstart) and stop ( fstop) frequencies were selected
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Fig. 16. Reconstructed image for single target case using (a) PW-SAR from simulation data, (b) PW-SAR from measurement data, and (c) conventional
SAR from measurement data.

to be 69.75 and 72.25 kHz based on the CMUT’s frequency
response from Fig. 3. Fig. 15(d) also proves that most of the
signal power is limited to this bandwidth. This preprocessed
data was then input to the PW-SAR algorithm to produce an
image, as shown in Fig. 16(a). The gamma correction was
applied to the image to increase the contrast between target
indications and background clutter, and the maximum depth
was set to 5 cm to avoid artifacts that fall outside the region of
interest. There is a clear indication of the target at the correct
location. The PW-SAR algorithm together with the time-gating
contributes to getting the predicted resolution in this example.

A measurement setup mimicking the case studied above
was developed to verify the performance of the simulation
tool and the proposed system. The data were collected from
the CMUT board via a digital oscilloscope and processed in
the same way explained in Fig. 14. The resulting image is
shown in Fig. 16(b); this image is in good agreement with
the simulation results. For comparison, the processed data
were also used to construct an image using a conventional
SAR algorithm. The resulting image, shown in Fig. 16(c),
does not provide any information about the target. This was
expected since the conventional SAR algorithm does not take
into account the widely differing speed of sound in air and
in agarose. In this case, the speed of sound of the whole
medium was considered to be equal to that of air. As a result,
the target indication is at the incorrect depth and smeared
out in range well past the bottom of the image domain, and
multiple artifacts are created.

The configuration used for measurement with the CMUT
centered at 910 kHz is similar to the first, except that the
target size chosen was smaller to demonstrate the improved
resolution that is possible. The measurement configuration,
along with the reconstructed image, is shown in Fig. 17(a).
As before, the CMUT was scanned to form a synthetic
aperture, but at a relatively smaller aperture width of 8 cm
with a step size of �x = 0.15 mm. The reconstructed image
is shown in Fig. 17(b). Fig. 18(a) shows the lateral point
spread function that has a full-width half-maximum of 1.1 mm,
and Fig. 18(b) shows the axial point spread function that
has a full-width half-maximum of 4.7 mm, which completely
determine the lateral and axial resolutions [76] of the system.

Fig. 17. (a) Cross sectional view of imaging setup for CMUT centered at
910 kHz. (b) Image reconstructed from measurement data.

Fig. 18. Measured (a) lateral point spread function and (b) axial point spread
function demonstrating resolution provided by CMUT centered at 910 kHz.

They are in good agreement with the numbers predicted in
Section IV (Fig. 13) by determining the k-space support for
this heterogeneous imaging scenario.

The images presented here demonstrate the feasibility and
basic performance of our NCTA imaging system, but there are
a large number of system design choices that may be tuned
to different applications. While we scan a single CMUT to
form a wide aperture, one could also integrate an array of
CMUTs to form a real aperture and achieve real-time image
formation. An array could also be applied to form 2-D real or
synthetic apertures, which would be an improvement over the
1-D apertures used here and enable volumetric (3-D) imaging.

At the broader system level, improved axial resolution
may also be possible with multi-frequency CMUT arrays and
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stepped-frequency continuous-wave (SFCW) processing tech-
niques, which are the focus of ongoing work [23], [77]–[79].
Increased resolution can also be achieved with opti-
mized wideband CMUTs, or improved applicators for the
microwave excitation that optimize the beam pattern distri-
bution and heating profile [43], [80]. Finally, application of
more advanced signal processing techniques (e.g., adaptive
filtering [81], [82]), as well as more sophisticated imaging
algorithms (e.g., forward iterative solvers [83]–[88]), would
help further improve the images.

VII. CONCLUSION

A non-contact microwave-induced thermoacoustic imaging
system that can, from the air, remotely image targets embedded
inside opaque solid samples was presented. Signal generation
is based on the thermoacoustic effect, where US signals are
generated by a microwave excitation at dielectric contrast
interfaces and detected at a standoff in air, despite significant
loss in signal due to the acoustic impedance mismatch at the
air–sample boundary. This was made possible by the use of
high-sensitivity CMUTs with low MDPs. Both multiphysics
simulations and theory illustrate the thermoacoustic generation
mechanism and they, along with a piecewise SAR reconstruc-
tion algorithm developed for non-contact US imaging, were
used to predict and evaluate system performance. A robust
system-resolution analysis was also presented that is applica-
ble to any non-contact US-based hybrid imaging modality.
It was shown that system resolution did not vary much
with sensor standoff in air and was substantially improved
due to refraction occurring at the air–target interface. The
realized system was then used to produce accurate images
of target configurations using different US operating frequen-
cies, demonstrating mm-scale resolution capabilities. Future
work will focus on improved real-time, higher resolution
imaging through multi-frequency CMUT arrays and SFCW
measurement techniques and their development for specific
applications. Further improvements are possible with advanced
signal processing techniques, electronically steered microwave
excitation, and beamformed US receiver arrays.
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